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Q
Quiz

From left:
IWC Portuguese F A
Jones edition, €38,400;
JaEger-LeCoultre
Master 8 Days Perpetual
SQ, €69,000;
Hermès Arceau
Skeleton, limited
edition, €27,680

Q: Which price was
higher: the most
expensive jewel sold
at auction or the most
expensive watch sold
at auction?

the Wittelsbach diamond, a
35.56-carat blue gem, was sold to
London jeweller Laurence Graff
for £16,393,250 at Christie’s
London sale. The most expensive
watch was a Patek Phillippe
1933 Henry Graves
Supercomplication pocket watch,
which sold for $11,002,500 at a
1999 Sotheby’s auction in New
York. (The most expensive
wristwatch was also a Patek
Phillippe: a 1939 platinum
World Time model which sold for
$4,026,524 in 2002 at an
Antiquorum auction.)

R
Right to
the bone

The only thing better
than knowing your
wristwatch has an übercomplex mechanism
is seeing it in action,
as these skeletal
watches prove. Just
be sure to keep it
away from Fido.

Pre-Christmas
auctions:
Antiquorum
9-10 Dec, NYC – Important
Collectors’ Wristwatches,
Pocket Watches & Clocks
antiquorum.com
Bonhams
2 Dec, LON – Fine Watches
and Wristwatches
9 Dec, LON – Fine Jewellery
16 Dec, LON – Jewellery
bonhams.com
Christie’s
1 Dec, Hong Kong – Jewels
2 Dec, LON – Jewellery
15 Dec, NYC –
Important Watches
16 Dec, LON – Jewels at
South Kensington
christies.com
Sotheby’s
9 Dec, NYC – Magnificent Jewels
15 Dec, LON – Fine Jewels
sothebys.com

Photos clockwise from left: Andreas achmann (Bones and Begging Fox Terrier courtesy Nymphenburg Porzellanmanufaktur); © christie’s, © sotheby’s

A. Jewel. On 11 December 2008,
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fine timepieces are more than the sum of their many meticulously
crafted parts. Here, five ornamental and intuitive features that make a
complicated one particularly desirable

▲

savour the details

Style

Date
The bigger, the more readable.
And Glashütte Original’s
patented panorama date, with
parallel numerals, is as clear as
it gets – from any perspective.
Its beveled sides ensure that
the watch glass has no need
for an integrated magnifier,
creating a sleeker profile.

INdex
Eschewed for simplicity, substance
or style, some watches lack minute
and hour markers. But when made
from another metal and fitted onto
the dial, as in the ROLEX
Cosmograph Daytona, they give the
timepiece a handsome 3D effect.
The Daytona also features
Superluminova markers every five
minutes as well as second indicators
for eagle-eyed clock watchers.

▲ Hands

▲

The tapered hands of this A Lange &
Söhne Double Slit enable unsurpassed
precision – especially because they are
long, elegant and luminescent at night.
Guilloche dial
A radiant decorative element mastered
peerlessly by Breguet, whose handcarved faces are some of the most
ornamental and sought after in the world.

▲

▲

Enamelled dial
The finest finishing a watch face
can have. The fusing of colour is
an exceptionally delicate process
and painstakingly precise craft,
taking no fewer than four months
to complete and susceptible to
hairlines. Patek Philippe, a pioneer,
has the industry’s highest standards
for cloisonné enamel dials.
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To THe cuff

Chopard Mille Miglia
cuff links with rubber
tyre design, €560

Milus Kama Sutra
Butterfly oscillating rose
gold cuff links, €16,750

Breguet auto-inspired,
hand-engraved white gold
cuff links, price on request

Watchmakers expand their domain
just barely beyond the wrist

U

IWC Schaffhausen, the elite Swiss watchmaker, promises
that its Aquatimer Automatic 2000 can tick under 2,000m
of water. But if you’re sceptical, take the timepiece for
a test dive, courtesy of the flippers and mask sold
alongside it at the company’s latest store, in Hong Kong.
upping The first-of-its-kind boutique pairs hand-picked
the ante accessories from the new IWC Collection with the
watches that inspired them. Buffalo-leather bomber
jackets, for example, are sold in the Aviator’s Lounge, where self-winding
Spitfire Chronographs mingle with radio-controlled Spitfire planes. The Sports
Lifestyle Wing, meanwhile, offers both the shock-absorbing Ingenieur
models and six-kilogram bikes, though test falls are frowned upon.
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Damiani
Speedster
steel
and onyx
necklace,
€3,600

Thema

Who’s Who?
CORUM
Ti Bridge, €11,800

To succeed in business,
a master watchmaker must
possess skill, precision – and
a catchy brand name. Here’s
how the great timepiece firms,
from A to Z, came up with their
corporate monikers.

Chanel
Joaillerie
Noeud brooch
in white gold
with diamonds,
€250,000

LUCIE
CAMPBELL
white gold,
diamond and
onxy earrings,
€3,480

V

Tach Yin &
Yang white
gold, diamond
and onyx
earrings, price
on request

Voguish pair
Opposites not only attract,
they complement. So it
is with black and white
– inseparable since they met,
the mysterious strength of
the first and the luminescent
power of the second form
a match made in heaven.

Fochtmann
ebony and
white gold
Domino
armband with
diamonds,
€35,800

Wempe white
gold armband
with brilliants or
black diamonds,
from €4,475
EBEL
Brasilia
Fashion
Line,
€8,300

BELL & Ross
Instrument
BR 01-93 24h
GMT, €3,300
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Louis Vuitton
diamond, white
gold and pearl
ring, €7,250

Gifted Swiss watchmakers Louis
Audemars and Edward-Auguste
Piguet collaborated for six years
before merging surnames and
launching AUDEMARS PIGUET
in 1881. A similar meeting of minds
occurred in 1912, when Swiss
watch genius William Baume and
master jeweller Paul Mercier
bumped into each other. That
encounter paved the way for
BAUME & MERCIER. Ninety
years later, childhood friends
Carlos Rosillo and Bruno Belamich
joined forces (and trimmed their
last names) to form BELL &
ROSS. The Parisian firm started
out producing pieces for bombdisposal experts and pilots, but in
1994 began crafting extreme
instruments for ordinary folk. All
these firms look like arrivistes next
to BREGUET. Founded in Paris in
1775 by Abraham Louis Breguet,
its timepieces were loved by Louis
XVI and Marie Antoinette. Nick and
Giles English of BREMONT have
also acquired famous fans, like
adventurer Bear Grylls. The British
brothers set up shop in 2007, and
named their company after the
watch-loving Frenchman whose
field they emergency-landed their
plane in years earlier. Other
legendary partnerships also started
out as family affairs. Husband and
wife Carl Friedrich and Luise
Bucherer worked together at
CARL F BUCHERER, which
opened its first establishment in
Lucerne in 1888. Eugène Blum and
Alice Lévy combined watches with
romance, too, and in 1911 the
Swiss couple formed EBEL – an
acronym of Eugène Blum et Lévy.
Some makers, though, prefer to go
solo. Carlo Crocco established
MDM Fabrication in 1980, but later
switched to the snappier, selfdescriptive HUBLOT (French for
porthole). Antoine LeCoultre built
his one-man workshop in the
village of Le Sentier in 1833. But 70
years later his family firm adapted
the name JAEGERLECOULTRE, after Antoine’s
grandson accepted a challenge by

Parisian Edmond Jaeger to craft an
ultra-thin calibre. The 18th-century,
Swiss-born craftsman Pierre
Jaquet-Droz of JAQUET-DROZ
made his name assembling
complex creations for monarchs
from Spain to Japan. In contrast,
Switzerland’s Brandt clan – which
started making timepieces in 1848
– swapped the name of their family
business in 1894 for the title of
their latest watch: the OMEGA.
The last letter of the Greek
alphabet was synonymous with
excellence, and matched the family
ethos. Skilled Polish watchmaker
Antoine Norbert de Patek and
Adrien Philippe, the French
inventor of the keyless winding
mechanism, also believed in
perfection. And in 1851 they
poured their talents into PATEK
PHILIPPE. Switzerland’s
RICHARD MILLE stuck to his
own name, too, when he debuted
his eponymous automobile- and
aviation-inspired brand in 2001.
When German watchman Hans
Wilsdorf launched his company in
1908, he selected a more
imaginative title: ROLEX. Wilsdorf
said he wanted a name that could
be pronounced in any language,
but some believe Rolex is a
contraction of “horological
excellence” or the onomatopoeic
sound of a watch being wound up.
From the most famous watchmaker
to one of the youngest: Edouard
Heuer. In 1860, aged 20, he opened
a workshop in Saint-Imier under
the banner “Edouard Heuer,
Fabrique d’Horlogerie”. Several
name changes and mergers later,
the company settled on the short,
simple TAG HEUER. At 23,
ULYSSE NARDIN wasn’t much
older than Heuer when he founded
his company, but his pocket
watches were soon being sold
across the world. Meanwhile, the
world’s oldest, longest-running
watch firm was established in 1755
by Switzerland’s Jean-Marc
Vacheron. In 1819 Vacheron’s
grandson, Jaques-Barthelemy,
needed help expanding the
business, so he enlisted Francois
Constantin, son of a wealthy grain
merchant, as a partner and
changed the company’s name to
VACHERON CONSTANTIN.
Now wind forward to 1865 when
22-year-old Georges Favre-Jacot
single-handedly revolutionised
watchmaking. He gathered
artisans under one roof and gave
them the heat and light they
needed to apply their trade.
Appropriately, he chose a name
that captured the constant striving
for perfection that drives all
master watchmakers: ZENITH,
the highest point in the universe.

Boucheron Satine earrings in white gold with diamonds from
the High Jewellery collection, €200,000; MAURICE LACROIX
Pontos Décentrique GMT, €4,250, on the Wiggle Side Chair
by Frank O Gehry, Vitra Design Museum Collection

X

Rubrik

Solange Azagury-Partridge earrings in blackened
white gold with diamonds, €44,125; MONTBLANC
MiniStar Chrono Couture, €1,170, on the Panton Chair by
Verner Panthon, Vitra Design Museum Collection

X marks
the spot

Photos Andreas Achmann

W

Zoccai white
gold, diamond and
onyx ring, €2,469

Photos © of the designers and watch companies
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ADLER Jodhpur earrings in rose gold with brown diamonds and
diamond briolettes, price on request; GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL
Senator Sixties Square Chronograph, €6,900, on the Little Beaver
chair by Frank O Gehry, Vitra Design Museum Collection

Damiani white gold earrings with diamonds from the
Juliette collection, €10,350; ULYSSE NARDIN Sonata
Cathedral Dual Time, €44,200, on the Well Tempered
Chair by Ron Arad, Vitra Design Museum Collection
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From left:
masks from Gabon,
Mexico, Tibet
and Indonesia
with the watches
they inspired

Z

zerocalorie
Today on the
menu, a selection
of true delicacies
with top-quality
ingredients – made
to enjoy without a
guilty conscience.
Bon appetit!

Leave it to the world’s
oldest watch manufacturer to
come up with a figurative take
on humanity’s many epochs in
a recently completed collection
of long-awaited timepieces.
Vacheron Constantin’s ambitious
project, entitled Métiers d’Art:
Les Masques, was inspired
by a dozen ceremonial masks
on display at Geneva’s
Barbier-Mueller Museum.
To make the 25 sets of four
watches, the masks were
recreated in miniature in gold
by a team of designers, art

historians, master engravers
and watchmakers who had to
develop a special galvanising
technique and even a new
movement for the series. So as
to not obscure the masks on
the watch face, the usual rota
of movements, including all
hands and the day and date,
are displayed by rotating discs
in four separate windows.
To honour the complex
resulting craftsmanship, the
City and Canton of Geneva
awarded the timepieces
the Poinçon de Genève, a

Louis Vuitton gold
pineapple pendant
with yellow sapphires,
e2,840
Piaget gold Limelight
Paradise Cocktail
Party Ring with red
spinels and tsavorites,
e34,600
Boucheron gold
Tentation Macaron
Ring with orange
sapphires, e5,900

crowning glory which can be
admired through the transparent
sapphire crystal back of the case.
So fêted are these timepieces
that the third and final quartet
has found its way into the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York. Featured are a
Sasak mask from Indonesia,
a Fang mask from Gabon, a
Tibetan Zangs-‘Bag mask and a
mask belonging to the Mezcala
culture of Mexico – all mounted
in a 40mm diameter case and
framed by white gold, yellow
gold, pink gold or platinum.

Tiffany & Co.
Cupcake Charm
in white and
yellow gold
with sapphires
and tsavorites,
e1,245
Glanz & Gloria
Paradise Ring
in white and
yellow gold,
price on request

Theo Fennell
Apple pendant
in white gold
with diamonds,
rubies and
tsavorites,
e2,380
Lydia Courteille
Creations gold
earrings with coral
and diamonds,
price on request
De Grisogono
white gold earrings
with peridots,
emeralds and
sapphires,
e28,600

Contributors Theunis Bates, Petra Bäuerle, Jessica Fellowes, Elisabeth Franck-Dumas
Cleo Glyde, Farhad Heydari, C J Hughes, Michèlle Mussler, Brian Noone, Elisa Vallata, Claire Wrathall
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Your
best Face

